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Abstract Understanding and controlling the manufacturing process of producing (“drawing”) microstructured
optical fibres (“holey fibres”) is of paramount importance in obtaining optimal control of the final fibre geometry
and identifying industrially useful production regimes. The high cost of the manufacturing process and the chal-
lenge of ensuring reproducible final fibre geometries renders theoretical approaches invaluable. In this study the
fluid dynamics of capillary drawing is examined using an extensional-flow asymptotic approach based on the small
aspect ratio of the capillary. The key focus of the study is the additional effects that may be introduced by adding
fibre rotation to the manufacturing process. Predictions are made concerning the effects of rotation, and a variety
of asymptotic limits are examined in order to gain an understanding of the physics involved. Drawing regimes that
are useful from a practical point of view are identified and the role of fibre rotation, both as a control measure (that
may be used to influence the final geometry of a capillary) and as a means of reducing unwanted effects (such as
fibre birefringence and polarisation model dispersion), is discussed.

Keywords Asymptotic analysis · Fibre rotation · Holey fibres · PMD

1 Introduction

Microstructured optical fibres (“holey fibres”) have lately invoked great interest. Such fibres typically consist of
a lattice of air-filled holes, which may take many different forms, arranged around a solid core, such as the one
pictured in Fig. 1. The presence of air holes lowers the effective refractive index of the cladding, and the effective
refractive-index difference between the solid core and the air/glass lattice allows the fibre to guide light [1–3].
Holey fibres are manufactured by heating a macroscopic preform and drawing it down (decreasing its diameter)
into fibre form. Because of the complex hole-structure involved, experimental experience has invariably confirmed
that the process of holey-fibre fabrication depends on the draw parameters in an extremely sensitive fashion. From
a manufacturing point of view, it is cost-effective to be able to produce a range of different fibres from a single
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Fig. 1 Magnified
cross-section photograph of
one of the many different
types of typical holey fibre

preform. A theoretical understanding of the relative effects of changes in one or more of the draw parameters is thus
required so that the fibre geometry (and in particular the “draw-down ratio”, which characterises the fibre-geometry
change during drawing) may be tailored by varying the draw parameters, thus influencing the optical properties of
the fibre.

Many holey fibres produced to date display Polarisation Mode Dispersion (PMD) and fibre birefringence effects
(which may be desirable but are more often unwanted). It will be explained below how rotating the fibre as it enters
the furnace may eliminate such effects; for this reason, fibre rotation is the main focus of the current study.

In the manufacture of conventional (solid) optical fibres, a solid preform (whose diameter is typically a few
centimetres) is constructed and drawn down to the desired final dimensions (typically about 125 µm). Though the
main physical processes of holey-fibre drawing are superficially identical to the solid case, the complex interplay
between surface tension and viscosity in the more complicated air/glass preform structure greatly increases the
sensitivity of the whole manufacturing process. All practically useful holey fibres contain a large number of holes,
and the drawing process is therefore completed in two stages. In the first stage, where the final preform is created,
capillary tubes are stacked inside a larger capillary. This initial tube is then drawn down to produce a “cane”. After
the “caning” stage of production these sections are fitted inside a large capillary. The new preform is then drawn
down to the final required dimensions.

1.1 Fibre rotation

Fibre birefringence provides a reason for spinning during the fibre-manufacture process. Its effects can be significant
for three main reasons [4]. First, many holey fibres have wavelength-scale structures. Second, a significant contrast
may exist between the refractive index of the core and the effective refractive index of the cladding. Finally, the
intended or accidental geometrical asymmetries that may be introduced into the manufacturing process may include
the “locking-in” of an asymmetric stress distribution within the fibre [3]. When such asymmetries are present in
holey fibres, exacerbated by the high refractive-index contrast, the two polarizations of light travel at different
speeds. This results in fibre birefringence with a characteristic beat length, caused by the two components of light
interfering as they travel at different speeds. Quite apart from birefringence issues, conventional (solid) fibres are
routinely rotated to introduce a twist into the final fibre, since this reduces PMD [5–7]. Recently, large mode-area
fibres with a high density of small, dispersed holes have been spun at rates sufficient to dramatically reduce PMD
[8]. Birefringence is not always unwanted: in sensor applications where maintaining a polarization is desirable to
improve isolation between the modes by maximizing the mode splitting, fibre birefringence is desirable. In data
transmission and other applications fibre birefringence is unwanted and can be reduced by averaging out the effects
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The mathematical modelling of rotating capillary tubes for holey-fibre manufacture 71

of asymmetries along the fibre by introducing a twist [5]. The periodicity of the twist depends on the wavelength
of light involved and the details of the fibre profile.

In practice, fibre rotation may be achieved by rotating the glass preform either as it enters or leaves the furnace.
The former is the preferred option, and is usually achieved by attaching an electric drill to the top of the fibre
preform [5] and passing the drawn fibre onto a rotating drum. The twist is therefore taken up whilst the fibre is still
strictly in the fluid phase and not close to the glass transition temperature (see [5]). The rapid fibre solidification at
the furnace exit means that the fibre rotation is essentially fixed at zero at the end of the draw. This leaves the fibre
with an overall twist along its length, as required (see, for example, [5], [6] and [9]).

Imparting spin to the fibre as it leaves the furnace appears to be less advantageous as the resulting fibre is cir-
cularly birefringent (see, for example, [5]). Rotation of the rapidly cooling fibre as it leaves the drawing furnace
allows locked-in stresses to develop. These stresses give rise to further unwanted circular birefringence.

Though ultimately our aim is to model the drawing of holey fibres, in this study we consider the case of a single
axisymmetric capillary tube (or a solid fibre) in the hope that the ideas and techniques developed may then be
directly extrapolated to more complex holey-fibre structures. Though the rotation of both solid fibres and capillary
tubes is clearly of interest for its own sake, we make the implicit assumption that conclusions for a single capillary
may further be related to the drawing process for a general holey fibre. Although the general case (where fibres
may contain complicated arrays of holes with non-axisymmetric distributions) is too complicated to treat using the
model developed below, the “type one” and “type two” analogies introduced in [10] can allow us to infer results
that have significance for general microstructured optical fibres. For “type one” fibres (large mode-area holey fibres
with an approximately uniform distribution of diffuse holes) it seems reasonable to assume that the geometrical
consequences of rotation are closely related to results for a solid fibre. In contrast, for “type two” fibres (fibres with
a large density of holes in a small, central region surrounded by a thick jacket-tube) the results for spun capillary
tubes are clearly relevant.

Though rotation is routinely used in the manufacture of conventional optical fibres with a solid core and clad-
ding region, the rotation of holey fibres does not seem previously to have been addressed theoretically. The
presence of air holes poses questions as to how such fibres will evolve when rotated, further motivating this
study.

Extensional-flow modelling for fibre drawing was considered for solid fibres in [11] and a number of other
sources. The study of [12] proposed related equations to determine the behaviour of a drawn capillary tube. Here
we extend this work still further to allow for fibre rotation. Though rotation of a solid fibre was considered briefly
in [11], to the authors’ knowledge the current study is the first theoretical attempt to fully characterise the effects
of rotation on a capillary tube. Though the rotation of capillaries was discussed briefly in [10], discussion of the
detailed asymptotic limits that were relevant to fibre manufacture was necessarily limited.

In contrast to [10], the current analysis will include the effects not only of fibre rotation, but also of surface
tension, gravity, internal hole pressurisation (which has previously been used as a control parameter) and fibre iner-
tia. The equations will be solved numerically for general cases. In addition, we will analyse a number of relevant
asymptotic limits of the governing equations that have not previously been considered to give physical insight into
practically relevant cases, allowing us to determine (for example) whether or not fibre rotation may be used as a
control mechanism for preventing surface-tension-driven hole-closure in a drawn capillary. We shall also show that
the act of imparting a spin to a capillary as it passes through the furnace affects the final fibre geometry. We not
only predict the effects of fibre rotation, but also determine the distance between successive twists, i.e., the twist
periodicity (“pitch”) in a final drawn fibre.

2 Governing equations for capillary drawing with rotation

To derive governing equations, we assume that the flow is axisymmetric and that the glass may have a temper-
ature-dependent viscosity. In line with many previous studies (see, for example, the discussion in [13]) we also
assume that molten glass behaves as a Newtonian fluid. Though it is well-known that as glass begins to solidify it
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Fig. 2 Typical
experimental set-up for fibre
drawing with rotation

may exhibit elastic properties, at the temperatures considered in this study most previous authors have ignored the
non-Newtonian flow properties of glass.

A typical experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2. Note that we will always assume that the temperature is
user-defined. The Navier–Stokes equations are then (see, for example, [14])

ρ(wt + uwr + wwz) = −pz + 1

r
(µrwr )r + 1

r
(µruz)r + 2(µwz)z + ρg, (1)

ρ

(
ut + uur + wuz − v2

r

)
= −pr + µ

(
1

r
(ru)r

)
r
+ (µuz)z + µzwr , (2)

ρ
(
vt + wvz + uvr + uv

r

)
= µ

(
1

r
(rv)r

)
r
+ (µvz)z, (3)

1

r
(ru)r + wz = 0. (4)

Here p denotes pressure, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and ρ, µ and γ are the density, dynamic viscosity and
surface tension, respectively. Time is denoted by t , and z and r denote distance, respectively, along the capillary
axis and perpendicular to it. All t , z and r subscripts denote differentiation, and the fluid velocity is denoted by
q = wez + uer + veθ where ez , er and eθ are unit vectors in the z, r and θ directions, respectively. Though
axisymmetry demands that all quantities are independent of the azimuthal angle θ , in general we consider non-zero
v.

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of a capillary geometry; B is the angular frequency of the evolving pre-
form, to be defined below. The inner and the outer radii of the capillary are denoted, respectively, by r = hi (z, t)
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram
of capillary geometry

(i = 1, 2). The governing equations thus apply in the region z ∈ [0, L], r ∈ [h1, h2], and for t ≥ 0, and must be
solved subject to suitable boundary and initial conditions (discussed below). The fibre feed and draw speeds are
denoted by W f and Wd , respectively, the ambient pressure in the air surrounding the fibre is denoted by pa and the
pressure of the air in the hole r < h1(z, t) by pH .

We non-dimensionalise (1)–(4) by setting z = Lz̄, r = hr̄ , t = (L/W )t̄ , h1 = hh̄1, h2 = hh̄2, µ = µ0µ̄,
p = (µ0W/L) p̄, w = W w̄, u = (hW/L)ū, v = �L v̄ and θ = θ̄ . Here an overbar denotes a non-dimensional
quantity and L denotes a typical hot-zone length in the fibre-drawing furnace. h denotes a typical drawn capillary
size, W denotes a typical draw speed and µ0 denotes a typical glass viscosity. The constant � is a measure of the
angular frequency of the evolving preform. The equations become

ε2Re (w̄t̄ + ūw̄r̄ + w̄w̄z̄) = −ε2 p̄z̄ + 1

r̄
(µ̄r̄w̄r̄ )r̄ + ε2(2µ̄w̄z̄)z̄ + ε2

r̄
(µ̄r̄ ū z̄)r̄ + ε2Re

Fr
, (5)

ε2Re

(
ūt̄ + ūūr̄ + w̄ū z̄ − S2v̄2

ε2r̄

)
= − p̄r̄ + µ̄

(
1

r̄
(r̄ ū)r̄

)
r̄
+ ε2(µ̄ū z̄)z̄ + µ̄z̄w̄r̄ , (6)

Re

(
v̄t̄ + w̄v̄z̄ + ūūr̄ + ūv̄

r̄

)
= µ̄

ε2

(
1

r̄
(r̄ v̄)r̄

)
r̄
+ (µ̄v̄z̄)z̄, (7)

1

r̄
(r̄ ū)r̄ + w̄z̄ = 0, (8)

where the key non-dimensional parameters in the problem are given by

ε = h

L
, Re = LWρ

µ0
, Fr = W 2

gL
, S = �L

W
.

The natural small parameter in the problem is the aspect ratio ε = h/L; in all cases of interest ε � 1. It is now
appropriate to seek expansions of the form

w̄ = w̄0(z̄, t̄) + ε2w̄1(z̄, r̄ , t̄) + · · · , ū = ū0(z̄, r̄ , t̄) + ε2ū1(z̄, r̄ , t̄) + · · · ,

v̄ = v̄0(z̄, r̄ , t̄) + ε2v̄1(z̄, r̄ , t̄) + · · · , p̄ = p̄a

ε2 + P̄(z̄, r̄ , t̄) + · · · ,
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where p̄a denotes the non-dimensional ambient pressure, defined by pa = (µ0W/L) p̄a , and, from the continuity
equation,

ū0 = − r̄w̄0z̄

2
+ Ā

r̄
, (9)

where the function Ā(z̄, t̄) is to be determined. Since we have assumed that, to leading order, the small aspect ratio
of the fibre means that the viscosity is independent of r̄ , the z̄- and θ̄ -momentum equations (5) and (7) now become,
to leading order,

Re (w̄0t̄ + w̄0w̄0z̄) + P̄z̄ − Re

Fr
− 2(µ̄w̄0z̄)z̄ + µ̄w̄0z̄ z̄ = µ̄

r̄
(r̄w̄1r̄ )r̄ , (10)

v̄0r̄ r̄ + v̄0r̄

r̄
− v̄0

r̄2 = 0. (11)

Using (9), the r̄ -momentum equation (6) yields

P̄r̄ = ReS2v̄2
0

r̄
. (12)

It is now necessary to specify kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions on the free boundaries h̄1 and h̄2. The
kinematic conditions are (for i = 1, 2)

ū0 = h̄i t̄ + w̄0h̄i z̄ at r̄ = h̄i . (13)

As noted above, we do not wish to discount the possibility of controlling hole size by internal hole pressurisation
as well as rotation. Defining the non-dimensional fibre hole pressure p̄H by pH = (µ0W/L) p̄H , we set

p̄H = p̄a

ε2 + p̄o, (14)

where p̄o is the non-dimensional hole overpressure. This scaling reflects the fact that, unless the fibre hole pressure
is within O(ε2) of the ambient pressure, the capillary will either collapse or “explode” immediately (see [12,15]).
(Note that, here and henceforth, the “Order” notation used above has its usual asymptotic meaning: see, for exam-
ple, [16, p. 175].) Equation 14 therefore already gives a useful estimate of the size of hole inflation pressure that is
required to prevent hole collapse or explosion.

The normal-stress boundary conditions may now be applied. Denoting the non-dimensional stress tensor by T̄
and the dimensionless unit outward-pointing normal to r̄ = h̄i (i = 1, 2) by n̂i , we have

−n̂T
1 T̄ n̂1 + γ̄ µ0W

h̄1L
= p̄H µ0W

L
at r̄ = h̄1, (15)

−n̂T
2 T̄ n̂2 − γ̄ µ0W

h̄2L
= p̄aµ0W

Lε2 at r̄ = h̄2, (16)

where the non-dimensional surface tension coefficient γ̄ has been defined by γ = µ0Wεγ̄ , thus immediately giving
an estimate of the order of magnitude that the surface tension of the molten glass has to be to influence the final
shape of the fibre.

Since the shear stress of the air on the fibre is negligible, we assume that the tangential stress on both of the fibre
boundaries is zero. Thus, for i = 1, 2

t̂
T
i T̄ n̂i = 0,

where t̂ i is either one of the relevant unit tangent vectors.
The normal and tangential stress conditions now give, to leading order,

− γ̄

h̄1
− P̄1 + 2µ̄ū0r̄ + p̄o = 0 at r̄ = h̄1,

γ̄

h̄2
− P̄2 + 2µ̄ū0r̄ = 0 at r̄ = h̄2,
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2h̄i z̄(w̄0z̄ − ū0r̄ ) − ū0z̄ = w̄1r̄ at r̄ = h̄i , (i = 1, 2),

v̄1r̄ − h̄i z̄ v̄0z̄ − v̄1

r̄
= 0 at r̄ = h̄i (i = 1, 2)

where P̄i = P̄ |r̄=h̄i
.

It is now possible to derive a closed system of leading-order equations for annular fibre drawing with rotation.
We first integrate the r̄ -momentum equation (12), having solved the leading-order θ̄ -momentum equation (11) to
give, using the boundary conditions,

v̄0 = B̄(z̄, t̄)r̄ .

Thus

P̄ = ReS2 B̄(z̄, t̄)2r̄2

2
+ C̄(z̄, t̄). (17)

The quantity B̄(z̄, t̄) may be thought of as the non-dimensional leading-order angular frequency; both B̄(z̄, t̄) and
C̄(z̄, t̄) are as yet unknown constants of integration that will be determined later.

We now multiply the z-momentum equation (10) by r̄ , integrate from r̄ = h̄1 to r̄ = h̄2 and use (17) to yield

(h̄2
2 − h̄2

1)

2

[
Re(w̄0t̄ + w̄0w̄0z̄) + C̄z̄ − Re

Fr
− 2(µ̄w̄0z̄)z̄ + µ̄w̄0z̄ z̄

]

= −ReS2(B̄2)z̄

8
(h̄4
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1) + (µ̄h̄2w̄1r̄ ) |h̄2

−(µ̄h̄1w̄1r̄ ) |h̄1
. (18)

The kinematic conditions (13) now give, for i = 1, 2

(h̄2
i )t̄ + (h̄2

i w̄0)z̄ = 2 Ā, (19)

and the normal and tangential-stress boundary conditions, when applied at r̄ = h̄1 and r̄ = h̄2, respectively, give

0 = − γ̄

h̄1
− P̄1 + p̄o + µ̄

(
−w̄0z̄ − 2 Ā

h̄2
1

)
, (20)

0 = γ̄

h̄2
− P̄2 + µ̄

(
−w̄0z̄ − 2 Ā

h̄2
2

)
, (21)

w̄1r̄ |r̄=h̄1
= 2h̄1z̄

(
3w̄0z̄

2
+ Ā

h̄2
1

)
− Āz̄

h̄1
+ h̄1w̄0z̄ z̄

2
, (22)

w̄1r̄ |r̄=h̄2
= 2h̄2z̄

(
3w̄0z̄

2
+ Ā

h̄2
2

)
− Āz̄

h̄2
+ h̄2w̄0z̄ z̄

2
. (23)

The θ̄ -momentum equation (7) gives

Re

(
v̄0t̄ + ū0v̄0r̄ + w̄0v̄0z̄ + ū0v̄0

r̄

)
= µ̄

(
v̄1r̄ r̄ + v̄1r̄

r̄
− v̄1

r̄2

)
+ (µ̄v̄0z̄)z̄ . (24)

On multiplying through by r̄2 and integrating from r̄ = h̄1 to r̄ = h̄2, we learn, using the boundary conditions, that

ReB̄t̄ (h̄
4
2 − h̄4

1) − ReB̄w̄0z̄(h̄
4
2 − h̄4

1) + 4Re Ā B̄(h̄2
2 − h̄2

1) + ReB̄z̄w̄0(h̄
4
2 − h̄4

1) = [µ̄B̄z̄(h̄
4
2 − h̄4

1)]z̄ . (25)

Equations 18–23 and 25, together with the equations for P̄ at r̄ = h̄1 and r̄ = h̄2, respectively, now constitute a
system of 10 equations in the 10 unknowns h̄1, h̄2, w̄0, P̄1, P̄2, C̄ , B̄, Ā, w̄1r |r̄=h̄1

and w̄1r |r̄=h̄2
. Regarding (20)

and (21) as linear equations for Ā and C̄ , we find that

Ā = h̄1h̄2(2poh̄1h̄2 − 2γ̄ (h̄1 + h̄2) − ReS2 B̄2(h̄2h̄3
1 − h̄1h̄3

2))

4µ̄(h̄2
2 − h̄2

1)
, (26)
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C̄ = 2γ (h̄1 + h̄2) + 2µ̄w̄0z̄(h̄2
1 − h̄2

2) − 2 p̄oh̄2
1 + ReS2 B̄2(h̄4

1 − h̄4
2)

2(h̄2
2 − h̄2

1)
. (27)

By use of (22) and (23) in (18), much simplification occurs, and the final non-dimensional equations that govern
the drawing of a capillary become

Re(h̄2
2 − h̄2

1)(w̄0t̄ + w̄0w̄0z̄ − 1

Fr
) =

[
3µ̄(h̄2

2 − h̄2
1)w̄0z̄ + γ̄ (h̄1 + h̄2) + 1

4
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2 − h̄4
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]
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, (28)
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1)
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2w̄0)z̄ = h̄1h̄2(2 p̄oh̄1h̄2 − 2γ̄ (h̄1 + h̄2) + ReS2 B̄2h̄1h̄2(h̄2
2 − h̄2
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1)
, (30)
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2(h̄

2
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2
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2
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2
1 B̄)z̄] + Re p̄o

µ̄
B̄h̄2

1h̄2
2

−Reγ̄ B̄h̄1h̄2

µ̄
(h̄1 + h̄2) + Re2S2 B̄3h̄2

1h̄2
2(h̄

2
2 − h̄2

1)

2µ̄
=

[
µ̄(h̄4

2 − h̄4
1)B̄z̄

]
z̄
. (31)

To fully close the problem (28)–(31) it is necessary to specify appropriate boundary and initial conditions. It is
simplest to assume that h1, h2, w0 and B are all known as functions of z at time t = 0; for the majority of this
study, however, we will be interested primarily in steady-state fibre manufacture. As far as boundary conditions are
concerned, the preform geometry is known and the feed speed is normally prescribed. At the furnace exit different
boundary conditions may be appropriate for different regimes of fibre manufacture. For “caning”, the capillaries
are normally pulled by counter-rotating drawing wheels that travel at a constant speed: see Fig. 2. Some slip may
occur between the drawn capillary and the wheels (though most manufacturers deny that this ever happens). Once
drawn, the capillaries may later be stacked together to create a preform, and drawn into fibre that is normally pulled
onto a rotating drum. It is therefore not quite clear whether the draw speed, the draw force, or a combination of the
two is the appropriate condition to prescribe. In the absence of any firm indications to the contrary, we shall proceed
under the assumption that the draw speed is prescribed. We shall also normally assume that the fibre is rotated at
z̄ = 0 and held fixed (no rotation) at z̄ = 1.

Before we further discuss the governing equations, we note that, in dimensional form, with B = (�/ε)B̄,
Eqs. (28)–(31) become

ρ(h2
2 − h2

1)(w0t + w0w0z − g) =
[
3µ(h2

2 − h2
1)w0z + γ (h1 + h2) + ρ

4
(h4
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]
z
, (32)

(h2
1)t + (h2

1w0)z = h1h2(2poh1h2 − 2γ (h1 + h2) + ρh1h2 B2(h2
2 − h2

1))

2µ(h2
2 − h2

1)
, (33)

(h2
2)t + (h2

2w0)z = h1h2(2poh1h2 − 2γ (h1 + h2) + ρh1h2 B2(h2
2 − h2

1))

2µ(h2
2 − h2

1)
, (34)

ρ[h2
2(h

2
2 B)t − h2

1(h
2
1 B)t ] + ρw0[h2

2(h
2
2 B)z − h2

1(h
2
1 B)z] + ρ

µ
po Bh2

1h2
2

−ργ Bh1h2

µ
(h1 + h2) + ρ2 B3h2

1h2
2

2µ
(h2

2 − h2
1) =

(
µ(h4

2 − h4
1)Bz

)
z
. (35)

The boundary conditions are

h1(0) = h10, h2(0) = h20, w0(0) = W f , w0(L) = Wd , B(0) = B0, B(L) = BL , (36)

where the subscripts f and d denote feed and draw conditions, respectively; for the unsteady problem suitable
initial conditions must also be prescribed.

It is worth pointing out that these are the lowest-order boundary conditions appropriate to our leading-order
model, and that the full Navier–Stokes problem described by (1)–(4) would require additional boundary data to be
properly posed.
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Fig. 4 Numerical calculations of the effects of fibre rotation on outer capillary radius. (Draw length L = 0.03 m, temperature
T = 2,200◦C, dynamic viscosity µ = 4,340 Pa s, density ρ = 2,200 kg/m3, draw speed Wd = 25 m/min, feed speed W f = 15 mm/min,
rotation rate � = 334 rpm.) Each diagram shows the quantity h2 for fibre pulls with and without rotation. left diagram: thin-walled
tube (h1(0) = 0.01 m, h2(0) = 0.015 m), right diagram: thick-walled tube (h1(0) = 0.01 m, h2(0) = 0.02 m). In both cases, the lower
(broken) of the two curves is the case with no rotation. The upper (solid) curves both show a ‘bulge’ resulting from the effect of fibre
rotation

3 Numerical analysis

Presently we will analyse the Eqs. 32–36 in detail. We first confirm that the act of imparting a rotation to a capillary
has noticeable consequences for its geometry. As noted above, rotation is essential to reduce PMD (as achieved
experimentally in [8]). If the fibre geometry alters as a result of this rotation, the possibility arises of using fibre
rotation as an additional control parameter in the drawing process.

To confirm that non-negligible geometry changes do indeed occur, the full leading-order (dimensional) steady-
state equations (28)–(31) were solved using standard library routines. The usual convergence and accuracy tests
were carried out to ensure that the numerical results were trustworthy.

To give a general indication of the sort of effect that rotation may have, Fig. 4 shows numerical calculations whose
results demonstrate the effects of fibre rotation on both a thin- and a thick-walled capillary with typical drawing
parameters. The feed and draw speeds were taken to be W f = 15 mm/min and Wd = 25 m/min, the draw length
was L = 0.03 m, the rotation imparted was �/ε = 334 rpm and an internal capillary radius of h10 = 0.01 m and
external radii of h20 = 0.015 m (thin-walled tube) and h20 = 0.02 m (thick-walled tube) were used. We assumed
that the glass involved was silica Suprasil F300, a high-quality glass commonly used in the production of com-
mercial low-loss optical fibres. The physical properties used for the computations were taken from [12]. F300 has
a density of 2200 kg/m3. We assumed a draw temperature of 2,200◦C, a surface tension of 0.3 N/m and (since the
viscosity of F300 is generally unavailable) a viscosity law (the “Fulcher law”) of the form

µ = 0.1 × 10−6.24+26900/(T +273) Pa s, (37)

where the temperature T is measured in Celsius, so that in this case µ ∼ 4,340 Pa s. Unless otherwise stated, we
shall henceforth assume that the furnace temperature is constant along its length, thus removing the z-dependence
from the viscosity, which is now directly related to the furnace temperature. The assumption that the furnace tem-
perature is constant simplifies the analysis, although if the temperature were non-constant (but known) the effects of
variable temperature could easily be included. Furnace manufacturers routinely claim that their furnaces operate at
constant temperature, but checking this is extremely difficult as no thermocouple can survive even normal furnace
temperatures. For more discussion concerning the variations in the furnace temperature and some experimental
measurements, see [17]. It should also be pointed out that the viscosity model (37) is not known to be correct, and
since the viscosity depends exponentially on the temperature of the fluid, large errors are possible. Needless to say,
both the model and the method are applicable to general fluids.
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The results in Fig. 4, where the broken and solid lines represent, respectively, the outer radius profile without
and with rotation, demonstrate that rotation causes the outer fibre radius to increase, predominantly at the top of the
furnace.

It may be confirmed numerically that the general effect of rotating the preform as it enters the furnace is to
increase both the inner and outer radii of the fibre along the entirety of the draw length, implying that the final fibre
dimensions are larger than if the fibre were not rotated. In the case of the thin-walled tube the dimensions at z = L
of the outer diameter were increased by 20%, and for the thick-walled tube they were increased by 11%.

Fibre rotation may thus potentially be used as an additional control in the drawing process, since it is the fibre
dimensions at the end of the furnace that primarily concern us. We also note that rotation appears to act on the fibre
in a way that counteracts the effects of surface tension, a force that tends to close the air holes in the fibre. As well
as reducing birefringence, rotation may thus, for example, allow fibres to be drawn at increased temperatures. This
is advantageous from a manufacturing point of view as fibres drawn at high temperatures are often less vulnerable
to breakage during drawing.

It is also clear from Fig. 4 that a thick-walled tube experiences a greater deformation than a thin-; this is largely
because the initial outer radius of the thick-walled capillary is larger than that of the thin-walled capillary, and
partly because of mass-conservation conditions imposed. To gain more insight into the results, we have compared
the magnitudes of respective changes in fibre radii as a result of spinning different fibre types. This reveals that, for
both thin- and thick–walled tubes, the inner radius increases more than the outer. The fluid near to the outer edges
of the fibre rotates at the same angular frequency (and thus with a faster linear speed) and therefore experiences
more of an effect due to the rotation than the fluid near to the central hole. The displacement of the outer edge of
the fibre, coupled with mass-conservation requirements, requires that the inner portions of the fibre must undergo
larger changes in radial position.

From the above numerical analysis, it is already clear that we are justified in investigating the effects of the fibre
rotation on the fibre geometry more closely. This analysis will now be carried out.

4 Asymptotic limits of the model

4.1 General comments

As we have seen, the key non-dimensional parameters in the model are

ε = h

L
, Re = LWρ

µ0
, Fr = W 2

gL
, S = �L

W
.

Below we speak of Re being � 1. Whilst this can be theoretically achieved in a variety of ways (i.e., ρ � 1), it is
realised in practice by pulling at low temperatures (and hence at relatively large viscosities). Conversely, Re = O(1)

implies a small viscosity and thus a high draw temperature. For standard furnaces, the draw temperature is typically
T = 2,000◦C and thus, for standard draw speeds and furnace lengths, Re is invariably � 1.

The preform rotation rate is measured by S. With (say) L ∼ 0.03 m and W ∼ 3 m/s, S = O(1) corresponds to
rotating the fibre at approximately 1,000 rpm, a rate that can be achieved in practice. This however, is near to the
current practical upper limit. For a typical research-grade drawing tower, if the rotation rate is increased beyond
about 2,000 rpm, the alignment of the preform in the furnace becomes critical, and perturbations in this alignment
rapidly develop into undesirable radial oscillations [6].

When the effects of gravity are ignored, 1
Fr is zero. When we wish to neglect inertial effects the term w0w0z is

set equal to zero.
Our main concern will be steady-state solutions of the model. A transient analysis may be carried out, but we

postpone details of this to a further study.
First, we note that the rotation equation (31) decouples from the momentum equation (28) when S � 1. To

estimate the amount of rotation that has to be imparted for the geometry to be affected, we consider the steady-state
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case for solid fibres, when the inertial force term, along with surface tension, gravity and hole overpressure, are
neglected. The z-momentum equation (28) becomes

3µ̄(h̄2
2w̄0z̄)z̄ = −1

4
ReS2(h̄4

2 B̄2)z̄,

since the non-dimensional variables in this equation have already been suitably scaled, they may be set to unity to
reveal that rotation affects the fibre geometry when

S ∼
√

12µ̄

Re
,

or, in physical variables,

�

ε
∼ 2

h

√
3µ̄µ0W

Lρ
.

This expression confirms one’s intuition that fibres with a large viscosity require rapid rotation to induce a geometry
change.

Using typical parameter values, we find from numerical experiments that rotation starts to affect the final fibre
dimensions when �/ε ≈ 3,000 rpm. Though spinning is not normally used during holey-fibre manufacture, solid
fibres are routinely rotated. We conclude that, though rotating a solid preform at rates currently used in fibre man-
ufacture will not significantly affect the fibre geometry [18], the hollow geometry of holey fibres or capillary tubes
may be seriously affected at rotation rates required to significantly reduce PMD.

4.2 The twist periodicity

It is useful to be able to estimate how rapidly a preform must be rotated to reduce PMD. The length scale of the
pitch required in the final fibre will depend on the wavelength window of the light travelling in the fibre and the
consequent beat length of the interference.

In the physically realistic case where S ∼ O(1) and Re � 1 we may determine the distance between successive
2π rotations in the fibre, (the “twist periodicity”) by defining the angle θ to be the number of radians through which
a fluid particle rotates as it traverses the z-axis. If we know the rate at which θ changes with time at the end of the
draw length, then from this we can directly calculate the final twist periodicity d using

d(z) = 2πw0(z)

∂θ/∂t ′
, (38)

where t ′ denotes the time that a given point in the fibre has been present in the furnace.
To derive an equation for θ we follow a fluid element along the evolving preform. Thus

θt ′ + w0(z)θz = B(z), (39)

with

θ(0, t ′) = B(0)t ′.
Thus

θ(z, t ′) = B(0)t ′ +
∫ z

0

[B(z′) − B(0)]
w0(z′)

dz′.

Substituting this in (38) and evaluating at the point z = L now gives the final twist periodicity

d(L) = 2πWd
∂θ
∂t ′ |z=L

= 2πWd

B(0)
. (40)

We note that the twist periodicity is independent of the functional form of the fibre radius, fluid velocity and
angular frequency. The details of the drawing process manifest themselves only through the draw speed, Wd and
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Fig. 5 Variation in twist periodicity in a solid fibre with
rotation rate shown for two realistic draw speeds. The upper
curve corresponds to a draw speed of 48 m/min (β = 8.07),
and the lower to a draw speed of 24 m/min (β = 7.38). In
both cases the feed speed is 15 mm/min

Fig. 6 The effect of a small surface tension on the radius of
a solid fibre. The lower (broken) of the two curves shows the
fibre radius without surface tension, and the upper (solid)
curve represents the fibre radius with a small surface ten-
sion added. Both h̄ and z̄ are non-dimensional quantities

the initial rotation rate, B(0). This is consistent with the fact that, with B̄(1) = 0, the twist periodicity should be
wholly determined by the draw speed and the rotation rate at z = 0. Assuming a steady state means that the same
number of 2π -rotations that pass any ordinate z̄ per unit of time must be constant and equal to the rotation rate at
the feed. The twist periodicity should therefore be determined simply by how rapidly the fibre is being “stretched
out”. At z̄ = 1 this speed is the draw speed, thus explaining the form of the expression (40). Naturally, if either d
or w were time-dependent this conclusion would be false. Figure 5 shows how d varies with applied rotation rate
and with draw speed. Since a typical fibre beat length in a non-linear holey fibre is approximately a few mm, we
conclude that rotation rates of at least 4,000 rpm would be required to significantly reduce PMD.

The expression (40) is valid for both solid fibres and capillaries. For holey fibres matters are complicated by the
fact that, in general, v̄0 �= B̄(z̄, t̄)r̄ . One might hypothesise, however, that this relationship will be at least approxi-
mately correct. Indeed, it was found during experiments recently performed at the Optoelectronics Research Centre,
University of Southampton where, for the first time, holey fibres were rotated, that not only was PMD reduced, but
the measured twist periodicity was in virtually exact agreement with (40) (see [8]).

4.3 Rotation of a solid fibre

We now analyse the steady-state solid-fibre limit, where we set h̄1 = 0, h̄2 = h̄ and w̄0 = w̄. We ignore the effects
of inertia, gravity, hole overpressure and surface tension so that we may gain an insight into the physics of the
problem from relatively simple equations. Equations 28, 30 and 31 give

3µ̄(h̄2w̄z̄)z̄ + ReS2

4
(h̄4 B̄2)z̄ = 0, (h̄2w̄)z̄ = 0, Rew̄h̄2(h̄2 B̄)z̄ = µ̄(h̄4 B̄z̄)z̄

with h̄(0) = h̄0, w̄(0) = W̄ f , w̄(1) = W̄d , B̄(0) = B̄0 and B̄(1) = B̄L .
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The limit Re = O(1), S2 � 1 corresponds to a regime where both fibre rotation and glass viscosity are relatively
small. In this case the equations may be solved in closed form to yield

h̄ = h̄0e− β z̄
2 , w̄ = W̄ f eβ z̄, (41)

and

B̄ = C exp

(
ReW̄ f eβ z̄

µ̄β

)
+ D(ReW̄ f eβ z̄ + µ̄β). (42)

Here β = log(
Wd
W f

), C and D are defined by

C = Re(W̄ f B̄L − W̄d B̄0) + µ̄β(B̄L − B̄0)

Re
(
W̄ f H̄d − W̄d H̄ f

) + µ̄β(H̄d − H̄ f )
,

D = B̄0 H̄d − B̄L H̄ f

Re
(
W̄ f H̄d − W̄d H̄ f

) + µ̄β(H̄d − H̄ f )
,

and H̄ f = exp
(ReW̄ f

µ̄β

)
, H̄d = exp

(
ReW̄d

µ̄β

)
.

A closed-form solution is also available when both the fibre rotation and the glass viscosity are relatively large
so that S2 = O(1) and Re � 1. We find that h̄ and w̄ are still given by (41), but

B̄ = 1

e2β − 1
((B̄L − B̄0)e

2β z̄ − B̄L + B̄0e2β). (43)

Some interesting physical conclusions follow from these two cases. It may easily be shown that (42) predicts
that the rotation rate is not monotonic and B̄ attains a maximum at

z̄ = 1

β
log

[
µ̄β

W̄ f Re
log

(−Dβµ̄

C

)]
.

For example, with µ̄ = 1, Re = 1, W̄ f = 1/100, W̄d = 1, B̄0 = 1 and B̄L = 0 the maximum in the rotation rate
occurs at z̄ 	 0.489.

In contrast, the rotation rate given by (43) (where the effects of fibre rotation dominate those due to viscosity)
is evidently monotonic. For most practical fibre-draws the ratio β is large. Under these circumstances (43) shows
that B̄ ∼ B̄0 for most of the draw, changing to assume the value B̄L at z̄ = 1 only in a boundary layer near to the
end of the draw.

4.3.1 A solid fibre with small surface tension

For solid fibres with γ̄ � 1 we may carry out a regular perturbation in γ̄ . With the effects of inertia, gravity and
hole overpressure ignored, we find that

3µ̄(h̄2w̄z̄)z̄ + γ̄ h̄ z̄ + ReS2

4
(h̄4 B̄2)z̄ = 0, (44)

(h̄2w̄)z̄ = 0, (45)

Rew̄h̄2(h̄2 B̄)z̄ = µ̄(h̄4 B̄z̄)z̄ . (46)

Setting

h̄ = h̄0 + γ̄ h̄01 + · · · , w̄ = w̄0 + γ̄ w̄01 + · · · , B̄ = B̄0 + γ̄ B̄01 + · · · ,
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setting S = 1 (and assuming that Re � 1, i.e., relatively large viscosity) we find that h̄0, w̄0 and B̄0 are given by
(41) and (42), respectively, and

h̄01 =
e− β z̄

2

(
3Fµ̄βW̄ f − e− β z̄

2 + 3Gµ̄βW̄ f z̄
)

3µ̄βW̄ f
, (47)

w̄01 =
e

β z̄
2

(
3J µ̄βh̄0e

β z̄
2 − 6Gµ̄βW̄ f z̄e

β z̄
2 + 2

)
3µ̄βh̄0

(48)

and

B̄01 = [36G B̄L µ̄W̄ f e2β z̄ − 72G B̄L µ̄βW̄ f z̄e2β z̄ + 32B̄L e
3β z̄

2 + 72G B̄0µ̄βW̄ f z̄e2β z̄

−36G B̄0µ̄W̄ f e2β z̄ − 32B̄0e
3β z̄

2 + 9K µ̄W̄ f h̄0e2β(1+z̄) − 9K µ̄W̄ f h̄0e2β z̄

+18Mµ̄βW̄ f h̄0e2β − 18Mµ̄βW̄ f h̄0]/(18µ̄βW̄ f h̄0(e
2β − 1))

where F , G, J , K and M are constants defined by

F = 1

3µ̄βW̄ f
, G = 1 − e

β
2

3µ̄βW̄ f e
β
2

, J = − 2

3µ̄βh̄0
,

K = 4
(
(B̄L − B̄0)(3 − 6β)e2β + 8(B̄0 − B̄L)(e

3β
2 + eβ + e

β
2 ) + 3(B̄0 − B̄L)

)
/9µ̄βW̄ f h̄0e

β
2

(
e

7β
2 + e3β + e

5β
2 + e2β − e

3β
2 − eβ − e

β
2 − 1

)
and

M = 4(B̄0 − B̄L)e
3β
2

9µ̄βW̄ f h̄0

(
e

7β
2 + e3β + e

5β
2 + e2β − e

3β
2 − eβ − e

β
2 − 1

) .

These results demonstrate that the presence of surface tension acts to push the fibre out along the majority of
the draw length (h̄01 is always positive) except at the very ends of the draw length, where is it required to retain a
given radius through the mass-conservation condition (see Fig. 6). At first such expansion seems counter-intuitive,
but can be understood by considering the velocity boundary conditions.

For capillaries, numerical results confirm that, as one might expect (and is observed experimentally), surface
tension always acts against the rotation and tends to reduce the surface area of the fibre; i.e., h̄1 and h̄2 are always
decreased.

4.3.2 Rotation boundary layer

If the fibre draw speed is increased, while the feed speed remains fixed, the fibre thins rapidly. Since the results for
h and w typically depend exponentially upon the distance along the furnace, the fibre thins increasingly rapidly as it
passes down the furnace. As β, the ratio of the draw speed to the feed speed increases, the radius decreases rapidly,
causing the rotation to be preserved further along the draw length (by conservation of angular momentum). This
rotation is then lost rapidly towards the end of the draw length at z = L . For draw speeds that are large compared
to the feed speed, we therefore expect a boundary layer in B̄ near to z = L .

Numerical simulations of the final dimensional equations confirm that, under these circumstances, a boundary
layer exists in the solution of the angular frequency, B̄. To analyse this boundary layer we recall that in nearly all
practical cases Re � 1. For Re = 0, γ̄ = 0 and S = O(1), the solid-fibre equations become

3µ̄(h̄2w̄z̄)z̄ = 0, (h̄2w̄)z̄ = 0, (49)

and

µ̄(h̄4 B̄z̄)z̄ = 0. (50)
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Thus (with µ̄ = 1) we have h̄ = h̄0e− β z̄
2 and w̄ = W̄ f eβ z̄ so that (50) gives

2B̄z̄ − φ B̄z̄z̄ = 0,

with φ = 1/β. Bearing in mind that typically Wd/W f ∼ 105 so that β ∼ 12, the origin of the rotation boundary
layer is clear. We find that

B̄ = B̄0(e2β − e2β z̄)

e2β − 1

so that the thickness of the rotation boundary layer is O(1/β). Standard boundary-layer analyses may also be
undertaken for more general forms of the governing equations than (49) and (50). These invariably suggest that,
for realistic fibre drawing conditions, the rotation boundary layer is ubiquitous.

4.4 Rotation of capillary tubes

Having analysed solid fibres under rotation, we now consider the effects that rotation might have on drawn capillary
tubes. Under normal circumstances, surface tension promotes hole closure, so that holes required in the final struc-
ture may cease to exist. On the other hand, there are circumstances when it is desired to draw a capillary containing
an extremely small hole. Our principal concern will therefore be to analyse the fate of a small hole in a capillary
and to consider the relative merits of fibre rotation and internal pressurisation as mechanisms for preventing hole
closure.

4.4.1 Closing of a small hole in a capillary

Small holes are particularly prone to closure under the effects of surface tension. Since the survival of discrete holes
in a capillary or a holey fibre is often a key matter of interest, we therefore now study a case where h̄1 = O(δ)

where δ � 1 is a positive small parameter, taking Re = O(δ2), S = O(1), γ̄ = O(1), µ̄ = O(1), h̄2 = O(1) and
w̄0 = O(1/δ) (large draw ratio). The steady leading-order equations in the absence of inertia and gravity give

h̄2 = h̄20e−β z̄/2, w̄0 = W̄ f eβ z̄ (51)

and

2w̄0h̄1z̄ + h̄1w̄z̄ = − γ̄

µ̄
,

so that

h̄1 = 1

µ̄βW̄ f
[γ̄ e−β z̄ + (µ̄βh̄10W̄ f − γ̄ )e−β z̄/2].

The hole size thus decreases monotonically (provided h̄1 remains positive), with

h̄1(1) = e−β/2

µ̄βW̄ f
[γ̄ (e−β/2 − 1) + µ̄βW̄ f h̄10],

so that the hole survives whenever

h̄10 >
γ̄

µ̄βW̄ f
(1 − e−β/2).

Suppose we now attempt to retain the hole structure by pressurizing the hole. Examining the equations reveals
that a pressure of O(1/δ) is required to affect the equation for h̄1, which then becomes

2w̄0h̄1z̄ + h̄1w̄z̄ = − γ̄

µ̄
+ p̄oh̄1

µ̄
. (52)
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Since h̄2 and w̄0 are still given by (51), (52) may be solved to yield

h̄1 = exp

(
−β z̄

2
− k

2
e−β z̄

)[
h̄10ek/2 − γ̄

2µ̄W̄ f

∫ z̄

0
exp

(
−βξ

2
+ k

2
e−βξ

)
dξ

]

where k = p̄o/(µ̄βW̄ f ). Now consider the specific case where W̄ f = w f , W̄d = wd/δ, h̄10 = H10δ, p̄o = P/δ,
and V = wd/w f . Then β = log(V/δ) and k = P/(µ̄w f δ log(V/δ)). We now find that

I (z̄) =
∫ z̄

0
exp

(
−βξ

2
+ k

2
e−βξ

)
dξ = 1

β

∫ 1

e−β z̄
ζ−1/2ekζ/2 dζ,

and thus

I (z̄) =
√

2π

β
√−k

⎡
⎣erf

(√
−k

2

)
− erf

⎛
⎝

√
−ke−β z̄

2

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦ .

For x � 1 we have

erf(x) ∼ 1 + e−x2

√
π

(
− 1

x
+ 1

2x3 − 3

4x5
+ O(x−7)

)

and we also note that k � 1 and ke−β z̄ � 1 for all z̄ ∈ [0, 1] except exponentially close to z̄ = 1. Thus so long as
z̄ is not near to 1, we have

I (z̄) ∼ 2

βk

[
ek/2 − exp

(
β z̄/2 + k

2
e−β z̄

)]
+ 2

βk2

[
ek/2 − exp

(
3β z̄/2 + k

2
e−β z̄

)]
+ · · · ,

the one-term approximation yielding good agreement with the exact value for most large values of β. Using this,
we find that h̄1 may be approximated by

h̄1 ∼ e− β z̄
2 + k

2 (1−e−β z̄)

[
δ H̄10 − γ̄

µ̄w f βk

(
1 − eβ z̄/2+ k

2 (e−β z̄−1)
)]

.

Let us examine how h̄1 depends on the pressurization somewhere away from the two ends of the draw. Since
β = log(V/δ) � 1 and k = O((δ log δ)−1), when z̄ is close neither to 0 nor 1 we have

h̄1 ∼ ek/2
[
δ H̄10 − γ̄

µ̄w f βk

]
.

Since k � 1, we see that h̄1 is “exponentially sensitive” to the amount of pressurisation used, so that unless the
pressure in the hole can be controlled with unerring accuracy, the capillary will “explode” or the hole will close.

Our observations of the dependence of hole diameter on internal hole pressure suggest that pressure may not
be a robust control mechanism to prevent hole closure, but what of rotation? When overpressure is absent but the
capillary is rotated, we study the small-hole/large-draw ratio case where h̄1 = O(δ) (where δ � 1), Re = O(δ2),
S = O(1), γ̄ = O(1), µ̄ = O(1), h̄2 = O(1) and w̄0 = O(1/δ). The rotation appears to leading order in the
equation for h̄1 when B̄ = O(δ−3/2), in which case the governing equations, for constant µ̄, are[

3µ̄h̄2
2w̄0z̄ + 1

4
ReS2h̄4

2 B̄2
]

z̄
= 0, (h̄2

2w̄0)z̄ = 0, (h̄4
2 B̄z̄)z̄ = 0, (h̄2

1w̄0)z̄ = h̄1

2µ̄
[−2γ̄ + ReS2 B̄2h̄1h̄2

2].

Further analysis is rendered awkward by the fact that these equations do not possess a closed-form solution, but
bearing in mind the ubiquity of the boundary-layer behaviour of B̄ established above, we may simplify the problem
assuming that the spin is constant and equal, say, to B̄0. We now find that

w̄0 = K (1 + CeAz̄)1/2, h̄2 =
√

AK

2Q2 (1 + CeAz̄)−1/4,
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where Q2 = ReS2 B̄2
0/12µ̄, the constants A and K satisfy

A = 2Q2h̄2
20(1 + C)

W̄ f
, K = W̄ f (1 + C)−1/2

and the constant C is determined by solving(
W̄d

W̄ f

)2

− 1 = C

1 + C

[
exp

(
2Q2h̄2

20(1 + C)

W̄ f

)
− 1

]
,

which may easily be shown to have a unique positive solution for C . The governing equation for h̄1 is now

2h̄1z̄w̄0 = h̄1w̄0z̄ − γ̄

µ̄
+ 6Q2h̄2

2h̄1,

and thus

h̄1 = e3Az̄/2

(1 + CeAz̄)7/4

[
h̄10(1 + C)7/4 − γ̄

2µ̄K

∫ z̄

0
e−3Aξ/2(1 + CeAξ )5/4 dξ

]
.

As before, we now set W̄d = wd/δ, W̄ f = w f , h̄10 = H10δ, h̄20 = h20, Re = Rδ2 and B̄ = B̄0/δ
3/2. We now find

that C satisfies

V 2

δ2 − 1 = C

1 + C
(e(1+C)/6δ − 1), (53)

where V = wd/w f and  = RS2 B̄2
0 h̄2

20/µ̄w f = O(1). For δ � 1, Eq. (53) may be solved asymptotically to yield

C ∼ V 2

δ2 e−/6δ, K ∼ w f , A ∼ 

6δ
.

For  = O(1) it is now easy to show that
∫ z̄

0
e−ξ/4δ

(
1 + V 2

δ2 e−(1−ξ)/6δ

)5/4

dξ ∼ 4δ


[1 − e−z̄/4δ]

and thus in this limit

h1 ∼ ez̄/4δ

(
1 + V 2

δ2 e(z̄−1)/6δ
)7/4

[
δH10

(
1 + V 2

δ2 e−/6δ

)7/4

− 2γ̄ δ

µ̄w f 
(1 − e−z̄/4δ)

]
. (54)

The exponential dependence of (54) on the rotation rate suggests that, as concluded above for pressurization, active
control of hole size via rotation is likely to be extremely difficult from a practical point of view. Note, however,
that the analysis that led to (54) assumed that δ was small enough so that C � 1. For many practical fibre draws,
the small parameter δ may be identified with the quantity 1/β, which, since β = log(W̄d/W̄ f ) is likely to be small
though not minute. For example, in many cases, δ ∼ 0.1. In these cases, the quantity C = (V 2/δ2)e−/6δ actually
turns out to be large. What really happens in such cases? Suppose we acknowledge the fact that C is not small by
setting � = /6δ in the exponential and assuming that � = O(1). We now find that

C ∼ − 2

�
log

(
δ

V

)
− 1 − 1

2 log δ
+ O((log δ)−2), A ∼ −2 log

(
δ

V

)
− �

2 log δ
+ O((log δ)−2),

K ∼ w f

√
�

2

(
1√− log δ

− log V

2(− log δ)3/2 + O((− log δ)−5/2)

)

and thence, to leading order,

h̄1 ∼ e−Az̄/4

C7/4

[
h̄10C7/4 − γ̄

2µ̄K

∫ z̄

0
C5/4e−Aξ/4 dξ

]
.
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From this we conclude that, in this limit

h̄1 ∼ ez̄ log δ/2
[

H10δ − γ̄

w f µ̄ log δ
(ez̄ log δ/2 − 1)

]
,

an expression that is independent of the rotation B̄0, which appears only if one proceeds to the next order. This state
of affairs is in marked contrast to the previous exponential dependence and suggests that, in practice, rotation will
prove to be a useful control mechanism that may be used to produce capillaries with extremely small holes.

5 Conclusions

The various asymptotic limits considered give good agreement with numerical simulations of the full equations,
and make useful predictions regarding the use of fibre rotation to prevent hole collapse under the action of surface
tension. They also predict the final twist periodicity of a given drawing scenario. Together these predictions allow
an experimenter to predetermine the spin rate according to the required pitch, and hence quantify the effect that the
necessary rotation will have on the final fibre geometry. As explained in the introduction, fibre rotation may also
be used to reduce PMD and birefringence. Since it transpires that the rotation rates that are required for the latter
use are somewhat high for practical purposes (see [10]), most of the specific cases that were studied in detail above
discussed the influence of rotation on fibre geometry.

Care must be taken when generalising the physics of the rotation of capillary tubes to the full holey-fibre prob-
lem, since the radius of rotation is obviously of critical importance. Although (as explained in the introduction) the
relevance of the results to “type one and two” general holey fibres is clear, it must be remembered that not only may
general fibres contain extremely complicated geometries, but also that, in general, holes will not be rotated around
their centres. Multiple surface interaction effects may also be important as holes merge and/or bifurcate.

The effects of hole overpressure have been investigated and it has been shown that, although this may be a useful
control parameter, it is unlikely, by itself, to allow the overall control of hole closure: for further details see [15].
Rotation, however, does provide a useful experimental control so long as the draw ratio is not too large. For more
discussion of the rotation of holey fibres see [10], and for general background on the effect of fibre birefringence
see [5].

The discussion has assumed that a steady fibre draw is in progress, but fibre draws can sometimes suffer from
instabilities. In the worst cases, the fibre may even break during production. A further interesting avenue of explo-
ration would be to determine the effect of fibre rotation on any instability mechanisms that may be present. For
further details of the stability of the fibre-drawing process, see [17].

Finally, what overall use is the model that has been developed here and what does the future hold? We regard
the model as a first step towards the analysis of the process of drawing rotating holey fibres with arbitrary non-
axisymmetric geometry and thereby gaining a theoretical understanding of the reality of drawing microstructured
optical fibres. It is interesting to speculate how the modelling process for optical-fibre drawing might evolve over
the next few years. Clearly, analysis of the general case, although still a long-term goal, is some distance away. An
“extensional-flow” model based on the small aspect ratio of the fibre could be developed as above for the general
case, but the advantages of axisymmetry would be lost and the number of free boundaries that would have to be
considered would lead to an excessive number of coupled equations. CFD studies have certainly been attempted
(see, for example, [19]), but once again, if the number of holes is more than about two or three, the computations
involved become extremely complicated. A different modelling philosophy that holds promise is provided by a
“two-phase flow” approach where, instead of attempting the daunting task of tracking the evolution of individual
holes, the “average behaviour” of the holes in a fibre is predicted (for details, see [17]). Whatever transpires in the
coming years, it is clear that the practical importance and use of holey fibres can only increase. Good predictive
techniques will therefore continue to be of key importance in the development of the technology.
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